
24 goats  generously donated by WD4H to TUBEHOTWESE CO-OP 
1ST AUG.2013 



Members of Let Us Live All: 
 
Tubehotwese “ Let Us Live All” is a new co-op located in Eastern province, Gatsibo 
District, Mushashi Sector at 3hrs30 drive from Kigali, very close to the border with 
Uganda. It is made by 30 members from 24 households; Adults and kids in those 24 
households are 143 in total meaning that those 24 goats will not only benefit 30 
members but 143 individuals. 



Benefits of a goat for this co-op: 
As they all testified, having goats for them is something very huge and meaningful: So many 
transformations are expected due to those goats: This  co-op is located in a very good farming area 
so they are sure that they will make this project very productive especially in improving their 
existing agricultural activities. They also expect to have those goats as source of income to be able 
to finance their basic needs like food, healthcare and kids’ education for their well-beings. This is 
achieved when a baby goat is sold. 







A goat means happiness, employment, confidence and hope for growth and 
development in our families. Thank you generous donors for bringing all those things to 
us the same time. Say the members 



We are dedicating our singing and dancing to our lovely donors for having donated 
this to us. We feel a life has been created in this remote village. Lady with a baby 



Kids really prove how a goat is a good friend of a family given how much they admire it, 
and this really shows how much they care about it. They don’t like going away leaving a 
goat, they like hanging out with it. 









Having this goat for me means a lot. I used to have livestock before 1994 genocide, 19 
years after genocide I’ve been wondering how to have livestock, I had those dreams, 
now they become a reality. This goat will make it. I can see the same life from what I 
had when I had been raising livestock. Thank you donors to make this happen 





I name this goat “ Mugisha” ( Blessing). It is our family blessing. My mother will be 
happy to have it. I’ll care about it as much as I can because it is our blessing 





Now I am among children whose parents have livestock. I am so much happy about it 
and I thank our donors so much for giving us goats. I cannot wait to bring it for grazing. 



I feel this is what I have been waiting for; in my old age, I am very happy, I can realize the 
bright future in my children and grandchildren because of this goat. Thank you so much donors 
for giving me something I will leave to my family when I die. Mary 



Our village is relieved from many life problems because of these goats. There is no 
way to express our thanks and gratitude to our lovely donors. The history is made in 
this area, huge feelings are being felt in us; we feel we are known and loved, we feel 
our future is ensured, our prayers are answered, our sustainability is around the 
corner, etc . Thomas 





Due to how much happy I am, I feel I have to dress my goat and protect 
her from being cold. I compare this goat to a very good fellow of mine 



This goat really knew that I was a farmer and a good friend of livestock. Can you see how 
much friendly she is with me? We will be talking to each other at home!!!!! . I feel this is 
what I have been missing in my life. Donors, I thank you million times for this huge hope. 



This is my son, you see how much caring he already is for this goat. This can tell you 
enough how significant a goat is for our family , this is our hope and the source of 
answers to our family needs. Theogene. 



A goat is part of family and children can tell more about this reality 





Feeding a goat all of them together 




